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BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, APRIL 11, 1962

Bates Students Cite Merits
OfD. C- Peace Conference
"All have turned toward peace," explained Bonnie Logie
'63, in her part of Friday's chapel program on the Washington Peace March of February 16 and 17.
Bonnie and Casimir Kolaski',7 fought with our most important
(i4, two of the fifteen Bates stu- weapon; reason." In doing so, he
dents who participated in the made the marchers' aims clear.
march, spoke of the purposes and
According to him, ,the peace
accomplishments of the group.
marchers want to remain alive
Cites Goals
and free. They want nuclear test-

By Subscription

Northeast Airlines Plans To End
Lewiston-Auburn Plane Service
By LINDA BROWING '64

"We may not win, but we'll
go down fighting!" protested
Mr. L. T. Raymond, Chairman
of the Lewiston-Auburn Airport Committee. The cause
for protest is the fact that
Northeast Airlines is planning to cut out its flights to
Eight thousand students from ing stopped. One aspect of this
the Lewiston-Auburn area.

different parts of the country
gathered to make their ideas on
nuclear
disarmament,
bomb
shelters, and world peace known,
discussed, and hopefully, acted
upon nationally. By gathering,
they gained the publicity needed,
nade their views known to the
President and .exchanged views
with the other students present.
Signs carried in the picket
lines included, "Shelters will not
save us," and a sign carried in
ront of the Russian embassy
Iread, "Russian students, urge
your government toward disarmit ament."
if Two opposing groups arrived
)f Iwith signs such as, "Speed up
tests, Jack." Bonnie explained,
Our main objection to them
n-as that they offered no alternates."

aim is not to allow nations now
without nuclear weapons, to gain
them. Support of the United Nations and its possible part in international inspection for nuclear
weapons was suggested.
Kolaski urged that internal
discrimination be stopped to allow the United States to become
the defender of nations, and present an example of freedom and
equality to the world.
"Our greatest weapon, our personal ideal, is freedom." Kolaski
concluded.
Dean Zerby Speaks
In response to two premeditated student interruptions, Dean
Zerby asked the student body to
think about freedom of speech.
"Failure to have the consideration to allow a person with opposing views to express them is
the first step in losing freedom of
Kolaski spoke of the real war, speech," the Dean said.

NEA's plea is bankruptcy, and
officials claim that better service
could be offered if flights were
made only to main centers such
as Portland, Augusta, and Bangor. They state that now there
are not enough passengers
booked out of this area to make
the stop worthwhile economically. The fact of the matter is that
the decrease in the number of
passengers followed the decrease
in number of flights available.
Cites Florida Run
Contrary to many reports, relations between NEA and the
State of Maine have not been
good since 1956. "In my opinion,"
said Mr. Raymond, "NEA's downfall came about after it got its
lease from CAB to fly a Florida
run." In order to make flights to
Florida it was necessary to equip
the line with jets, and to cover
these expenses, NEA borrowed
heavily, and great losses were
suffered.
While formerly the company
had covered New England exclusively, many of these old
Root '65, and Donald Morton '62 flights were curtailed so that the
will be the featured soloists for southern run could be included.
the Choral Society, which will
also offer a varied program for
your enjoyment.
For your dancing pleasure, the
Al Corey orchestra will provide
the music. To conclude this evening of dancing and entertain- To the Men's Assembly:
ment, the Women's Union will be
During its year in office, the
open from 11:45 until 1:00.
1961-62 Student Council endeaBuy Tickets Now
vored to fulfill its obligations to
Don't miss out on the fun! Get the Men's Assembly and to the
your tickets NOW from Mrs. College. At times the Council had
Robert Berkelman. 340 College to face student opposition to its
Street, phone 2-6617. The price is policies and actions, while at
$2.50.
other times it faced administrative opposition to its efforts. For
the most part, the Council tried
to be guided by what it considered to be the best interests of
the men and their college.
Kathy Marshall '62 reviewed
In reviewing the activities of
the projects of the Old Board and the 1961-62 Student Council, I
gave advice and encouragement should like to describe several
to the incoming board. Follow- areas where the Councl took acing this. Sue Bates '62 gave the tions to provide more and better
financial statement. Betty Ann service to the men and to the
Little '63, incoming president, campus.
welcomed the new board and dis- Council Proposes Senate
cussed the function of Student
Bringing to a conclusion the
Government.
•
plan originated by the 1960-61
New Board Holds First Meeting Council, the 1961-62 Council
Following the Banquet, the worked for the adoption of the
New Board held their first meet- ID Card to replace the old ticket
ing. Among the new business book. The Council continued the
considered, Debbie Peterson '63 work of the Liaison Committee,
was elected to replace Ardith also known as the Inter-GovernAustin '63 as the member of the ment Committee, to bring about
Community
Concert - Lecture more efficient solutions to allcampus problems and to work for
Series Committee.

Al Corey To Present Music
At Pops Saturday Evening
Time is running out! This is
he last week in which you can
vserve tickets for the annual
top Concert and Dance, which
vill take place on Saturday
light, April 14th.
In keeping with the theme of
American Sampler", the Con:ert Band will present a crossection of contemporary Ameri:an music. Soloists this year inlude Bill Holt '63. Dave Quintal
G4, and Robert Barnes '65, who
vill be featured in "Three Soliaire."
Debbie Perkins '64, Sandra

Old - New Board Holds Banquet,
New Board Has Initial Meeting
The Women's Student Governlent held the Old - New Board
feanquet at the Women's Union,
Wednesday, April 4, at 5:45. The
>anquet was planned by Jan
iauld '63 and June Gustafson
63. The guests present were
)ean Randall, the advisors Dr.
lad Mrs. Healy, Dr. Thomas and
Wr. Nelson, Mrs. Cowan, Mrs.
Mclntire, Mrs. Oliver, Mrs.
Towne, and Miss Abbott.
Anyone interested in writing for the STUDENT is
asked to get in touch with
anyone on the new staff.
Photographers are also needed. Consult the masthead
for names of the new editors.

Northeast Airliner lands al Lewiston-Auburn Airport, while
company continues plans to end flights.
Flights in and out of the Lewiston-Auburn airport alone were
cut from seven a day to only
four, and often the remaining
four are canceled because of
mechanical difficulties. Thus,
businessmen refuse to fly out of
here not only because of bad
connections but also because they
fear being stranded in Boston or
Portland.
"In 1955 Northeast Airlines approached our community with a
plea for funds to help cover debts
incurred," Mr. Raymond continued, "and we, like most of the
other area communities, sympathized with them and supported
them. I think it was the biggest

Scofield Cites Attempts
And Activities Of Stu-C
the establishment of an all-college Student Senate. The Committee's work on the constitution
for the proposed Senate is now
completed and soon it will be
presented to the student body.
Also we continued the work in
sponsoring a men's smoker, buses
to away State Series games, allcollege elections, and other routine jobs. The 1961-62 Council
expanded its activities to bring
more variety into the campus' social life. It sponsored a Sock Hop
in the Gym, a combination Coed
Open House-Twist Hop in Chase
Hall, buses to the Modern Jazz
Concert, and the new Social
Committee to add live music and
entertainment to their dances
and to increase the use of the
Women's Union. Members of the
past and present Councils are
presently working in cooperation
with the Deansmen and Merimanders to bring a "first" to the
campus — a Close Harmony
Singing Concert late in the
spring.
Introduces New Ideas
The Council similarly worked
to introduce new ideas to the
(Continued on page two)

mistake we ever made." Even after that financial support, schedules were not improved, and
flights still were not guaranteed.
In addition the only planes used
were obsolete DC3's.
Federal Aid Possible
What can be done? If NEA declares bankruptcy in the immediate future, Mr. Raymond considers it quite possible that the federal government will send in another airline to take care of the
area. Maine will probably be declared an emergency area at least
until a final decision as to future
flights is reached by the CAB.
Monday, Lewiston-Auburn was
host to a statewide meeting.
Many interested citizens from
each community affected met to
pool ideas in order that a strong
protest can be made to the Civil
Aeronautics Board, so that at
least all air service will not be
withdrawn without a thorough
investigation. It is hoped that the
investigation can show that this
area, the largest industrial center
in Maine, without train service
any longer, is totally dependent
on air travel.
Student Support Helpful
If there should be complete
withdrawal of air service to the
Lewiston-Auburn airport, those
students who must fly to distant
homes would be left stranded
with no means of transportation
nearer than Portland or Boston.
This fact would present difficulties in making other connections
at later hours. However, the only
action that students can take is
to add to the general protest
which each individual community is making in addition to the
united attack. Letters of protest,
sent to the City Controller's Office by April 16, might be of use
in showing the CAB how desperate the situation is.
The situation is serious, because without adequate air service in the future Bates College
will be located in the ghost state
of Maine situated in the forgotten
northeast section of the country.

TWO
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Wilson Appoints Editorial
Positions For STUDENT

Guidance
Wednesday. April 18 — Mr. Ervin J. Gaines will interview men
and women interested in a training program conducted by the
Boston Public Library leading to
a career in library work.
Thursday. April 19 — Lt. R. F.
Hepburn will interview men and
women interested in the officer
training programs with the U. S.
Navy.

fice workers, house parents,
nurses, medical technologists,
group workers, and SUMMER
field experiences for college undergraduates.
Sales Trainee Opportunities
The Carpenter Steel Company
has two open sales trainee territories in the Hartford area. Male
college graduates with military
service completed are being
looked for. All interested candidates should write to Mr. A. E.
Hunt, Jr., District Manager, The
Carpenter Steel Company, 3284
Main Street. Hartford 1, Connecticut.
The Mutual Fire Inspection Bureau of New England is seeeking
men who are mechanically inclined to fill positions of fire prevention engineers. The probable
salary for those graduating with
a degree in the physical sciences
is $5000. For further information
contact the placement office.
Registration Forms Available
Summer job registration forms
from the Maine State Employment Service are now available
in the Placement office.

Counselorships For Women
The Young Women's Christian
Association of Cambridge, Massachusetts has three openings for
counselor positions in its Stay
Home Camp. The positions available are arts and crafts counselor, recreation counselor, and
drama and music counselor. The
period covered is from June 24
New Editors: Dave Williams '65. Carole Murphy '63, Peter to August 3. For further information write Judith Rogers, CamReich '64, Judy Trask '63, Norm Gillespie '64, Bobbi Reid '63,
bridge Y.W.C.A., 7 Temple
Ed Rucci '63, Al Marden '63.
Street, Cambridge 39, Mass.
By E. WARD THOMAS '63
The Office of Missionary PersonHaving accidentally wandered into the PA. office last Sun- nel, United Presbyterian Church,
day morning just to see what all the noise was about, I found U. S. A., has recently listed nuthe new Student staff carrying on the brave tradition of the merous vacancies for teachers
Sunday morning melee that results in the publication of this and other school personnel, ofpaper by Wednesday, hopefully.
Many new faces were to be*
—
_
seen this past Sunday as the new clubs and an office-holder in Scofield Cites Attempts
STUDENT staff went madly to each. Dave, a freshman, has been
(Continued from page one)
recently a step was taken towork on its second edition. very active in the feature de- men and the campus. To stimu- wards the utilization of the LiAmong the newcomers was Mari- partment this past year as re- late interest in Student Council brary to its fullest extent.
lyn Fuller. Assistant Editor, mov- viewer for a great many of affairs and to present Stu-C proOf benefit to the elder Seniors,
ing up from an unofficial position Bates' cultural offerings. His gra- ceedings, the Council introduced a special linecutting privilege
with the last editor. Marilyn is a cious smile will add a new tone the distribution of its minutes to was extended to them at the evesophomore English major usually to the STUDENT office when, each man. Also by absorbing the ning meal.
seen with a blue book bag which "Nobody has written anything cost of candidates' platforms, the
Because of rising costs and inmakes her something of a non- this week!"
Council has tried to make the creased expenditures, the Counformist because the bookstore
Stepping into the feature spot- men more aware of what each cil found it necessary to ask for
doesn't even have green ones.
light is freshman Peter Reich, candidate for Student Council an increase in its dues. With the
new increase approved by the
In the news flash department noted poet and prose stylist. stands for before the elections.
The Council, working with the men, the Council hopes to put
we find not one but two new edi- Peter is moving up from the
tors. Carole Murphy and David Photography Editorship and will Student Government, rejoined future Councils in a better posiWilliams will be handling the take care of the two middle the United States National Stu- tion to provide more services to
UPI wires from around the cam- pages where all the "interesting" dent Association. Through the the men through an expansion
use of NSA material, the Council of their activities.
pus and around the world. Carol articles appear.
On behalf of the 1961-62 Stuis a junior psychology major acOthers moving up from the has tried to bring to the attention
of the students, problems of the
tive in both the Psych and Soc.
(Continued on page five)
day of more significance than We enjoy Students . . . We
those facing us in our small per- cater to Students . . . We
sonal worlds at college. Also by carry what the Students like
sending representatives to vari- Shop TONY FOURNIER'S
ous regional and national conferMEN'S SHOP
ences, we have tried to bring new
136 Lisbon St., Lewiston
By SANDY PROHL '64
moods comprise the music for student viewpoints into focus on ^'iiiiiitiiiti!!iii!ii!mii!iiimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimitiiiiiiiiiimiiumii!iiiimii!ii!ii!iiiuiiiHiiii«
It is the South, the North, the John Brown's Body, the Robin- the solution of our problems and
East, and the West. The time is son Players' final play of the sea- to increase the understanding
the Civil War. The stage is set for son. Many times the music is an among students.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Steven Vincent Benet's John eerie moaning or a skipping mel- Organize Libe Committee
ody sung softly under speaking "A committee was established in
Brown's Body.
I "THE
On Monday evening, April 16, voices. Then there bursts forth the fall to study the existing conan
angry
lusty
chorus
of
"Blow
LAST
ditions in the Library and to
in the Little Theater, Dr. Muller
will give a lecture on John the Man Down", about Captain make recommendations in light
VOYAGE"
of their findings. Due to the inBrown's Body. The lecture will Ball and his slave ship.
|
Robert
Stack
Choir Sets Pace
vestigations of this committee,
be given from the historical
The choir, led by Don Morton
I
Dorothy
Malone
point of view of the Civil War,
is
trying
to
recapture
the
emoRitz
Theatre
i
George
Sanders
showing its effects on society. Dr.
Thurs. - Fri. - Sal.
Muller will compare and contrast tions, moods, and feelings of the
- also people during the Civil War.
"PARRISH"
this historical view with Benet's
They
set
the
pace
for
the.
speakTroy
Donahue
Claudette
Colbert
"BELLS ARE
view of the war, perhaps includ"NEARLY A NASTY
ing some biographical information. ers in that lyrical epic poem,
RINGING"
ACCIDENT"
John Brown's Body.
Music Plays Important Role
Judy Holliday
Jimmy Edwards Kenneth Connor
"Sherman's buzzing along to
Dean Martin
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
the sea . . . jubili, jubilo! . . ."
DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST
HEADQUARTERS
Music flows from the Gannet
Chubby Checker
Room or trickles through the
"BELLE
SOMMERS"
FOR
Little Theater. Harmonious notes
David Janssen
Polly Bergen
of joy, sorrow, love — all these
(Closed Wednesdays)

Dt. Muller To Discuss History
And Benet's John Browns Body

I

PRISCILLA

j

Frosh Announce
"Shipwreck" To
Occur April 21

The spring function of thJ
freshman class this year will h
a "Shipwreck Party", to be hel
PJ
in Chase Hall from 8 to 11:45 oj
w:
April 21. Tickets for the dano
di
are available from freshmat
ru
representatives in each of th
of
men's dorms, at $.75 per couple.
ofl
As one might guess from thi
.V(
name, this i3 a costume dance
ca
Couples are to dress as thej
set
might have been dressed "wher
ha
the ship went down." In additioi
in
to dancing to recorded music,
Tli
limbo contest and other enter
th
tainment will be provided. Re
tei
freshments will be served.
by
dent Council, I would like td th«
rai
thank those individuals a n (
ou
groups who have given us thei Pr
help and cooperation in our worl| to
w.
during the past year. Also
]
would like to express the Coun
up
cil's best wishes to Presiden
Th
George Stone and his fellow rep KB
resentatives for success in n
kn
taining and improving the Bate of
sot
College Student Council.
at
Respectfully submitted,
int
Robin Scofield, Presiden ev<
1961-62 Student Council am
Tec
boi
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FOR SALE
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Parker Hall Gives Party,
Entertain Co-eds In Dorm
Compiled by
PETER d'ERRICO '65
There was great commotion in
Parker Hall last Saturday and a
wielding of the broom and the
duster. The air was alive with
rumors, and dust. Curious knots
of men gathered in the corridors
offering suggestions to perspiring
workers and speculating on the
causes and results. At last the
secret leaked out; Parker was to
have a party, the first of its kind
in the history of college men.
Through the kindness of the dean
there were to appear in our midst
ten chosen co-eds. The choosing,
by the way, was to be done by
the enterprising youths who arranged the party with the generous co-operation of Mrs. Kimball.
Professor Pomeroy was called in
to assist in the chaperoning.
Work Continues
Frantic efforts were made to
uphold the honor of the hall.
They were indeed needed as
some inmates, fortunately unknown, showed more knowledge
of chemistry than courtesy and
sought to spoil the first attempt
at such a gathering. In spite of
interruptions and setbacks, however, the good work continued
and the stage setting was perfected by a judicious system of
borrowing and camouflage.
About eight o'clock the following young men, somewhat nervous and inclined to furtive
glances behind them, but with
the courage of pioneers, started
out into the night. They were:
Frank, Donald, William, David,
Kenneth, James, John and Carl.
Soon they returned with Misses Doris, Laura, Gladys, Marjorie, Dorothy, Blanche, Agnes
and Genevieve.
With Professor Pomeroy and
Mrs. Kimball they all retired to
room 15. From thence issued for
some time the sounds of revelry
and mirth. Then the party moved
to room 14 where the silence for
a while and the faint clicking of
•poons (the household variety)
indicated that refreshments were
served. In the meanwhile the envious and adventurous spirits of
the hall conceived a few choice
stunts to bring confusion to the
party. As a diversion, they were
more or less of a failure, but as
a mess for the janitors to clean
up, their efforts were a glorious
success.
All things must come to an end
and the co-eds departed with a
faint cheer from the few erstwhile disturbers of the peace.
The hall quieted down and studies were resumed as usual.
The idea appears to be popu-

lar with the men and is evidence of the success of the plan
of the faculty for more social
life among the men and the willingness of the dean to co-operate
in allowing a jolly good time.
Both those who were in and
those who were out of the party
in Parker are generally pleased
with it and trust that it was a
sufficient success to warrant a
repetition when the behavior of
some few will no doubt be improved. As to the opinions of the
young women, we can only print
a write up of the affair by a coed and leave you to judge.
Cites Co-ed Version
This is the co-ed version:
Naturally it was exciting —
that is, for the co-eds. What girl
wouldn't be thrilled at the
thought of spending a whole evening in Parker Hall and with
permission!
All were ready
promptly at eight o'clock when
the boys called, and ploughed
their way through the snow to
Parker. The rooms looked very
"spick and span" and a pleasant
odor of burning incense filled the
air. The co-eds were on their best
behavior, and were outwardly
very calm.
Miss Agnes officiated at the
piano. The boys played mandolins and all joined in the singing
of popular songs. Carl and Kenneth gave a violin and cello duet,
after which the company adjourned to the "kitchen". There
refreshments consisting of ice
cream and cookies were served.
Evidently the unoccupied inmates of Parker had conceived
the idea that some people liked
"music with their meals", for
this part of the evening was accompanied by various crashings
and hangings down the stairs,
and the passageway through the
halls was strewn with papers,
peanut shells, strings, etc., when
it came time to go home.
Promptly at ten o'cock, the
chaperones, Prof. Pomeroy and
Mrs. Kimball, were bidden good
night and the co-eds trotted obediently home. But for some time
later in Rand Hall corridors
could be heard suggested whispers, "Oh. wasn't it grand!"
"Didn't you have a good time?"
"Oh Swell, I wish we could go
again, don't you?"
Editor's note: This account of a
co-ed party in Parker Hall appeared in the Bates Student
shortly after the party was held.
The date: December 13, 1917! So
much for social progress. "Wasn't
it grand!" "I wish we could do
it again, don't you?" Last names
have been omitted to protect.

Den Doodles
Next Friday's chapel program
will feature a demonstration of
the latest in misguided missiles.
Congratulations to P o k i e
Keslila '63, pinned.
The Thursday Evening Bridge
Club will meet upstairs in the
ibe promptly at 6:30. Cards not
essential: finessing for that imaginary king is in this year.
Congratulations to Linda
I.card '65 and Ray Parkin
'64, pinned.

Congratulations to Professor
Nelson (and his wife, of course).
It's a boy.
Looks like Big Bad John
Sirassburger got taken on
the wrestling mat last week.
It's safe to "give lip" to Big
John now.
Bowdoin Trucking and Shipping Co., T.D. branch, has taken
a large step in assembly-line
techniques. Oh, for the good ole
days!

foe**
Notes From The Underground
by sholem stein
or AN ODE TO THE KICKLER
by g. d. g., "the needier"
Hidden behind sincere masques
of bravado,
Written to tunes made of verbal
ferrago,
Sits there, the Kickler, a manly
imago,
Composing and working to make
his intaglio.
The meaning is clear, his purpose
we note,
We must have been put in this
cold, icy moat.
So come, fearful Kickler, come
to the fore.
Give us your heat since we seek
a real thaw.
Lend us your voice when the
vote is to score
•,
The PUBLIC VICTORY that all
need what is more.
Ah yes, we know—busy, you are
busy this day.
You have so much work — psst
and don't forget the pay.
Yet we in a troop pry our tasks
day-by-day,
Attend to the job, what? menial
you say?
And hear from you, Kickler, safe
in your bay,
"Fight on. comrades, destroy
them, hurray!"
No longer, oh Kickler, no longer
I find
The words that can match so
heroic a kind.
But tell us one and all, though
we be so blind,
Where do you stand? Yes — and
what's on your mind?
Tell us all and one what you
think when you do.
Give us when done hands constructive, plans true.
Give us some reasons that serve
to fuel
A HUMAN PRACTICE and not
a practical rule.
But this above all, take us not
for cowards or fools,
Too long have we been plied by
your irrational tools.

Crater's Edge
By JAMES KIERNAN '63
Mr. Max Rudolph last Thursday
night presented us with a very
exciting and well balanced program, which the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra performed exceedingly well. The most outstanding feature of this Community Concert, however, was Mr.
Rudolph's personal performance.
Mr. Rudolph was a showman,
and if he was too dramatic, if he
conducted with too much pantomime, it was only because he
is such a delightfully alive and
sensitive man.
Begins With Haydn
The program began with
Haydn's "Symphony No. 44 in E
Minor ("Mourning"), an exceptional piece made more wonderful by its clarity and a rich and
original theme. The charming
melody, fully developed, shows
Haydn's genius of design. The
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
enveloped us in a sonorous cloud
of lucidity and lyrical simplicity.
Samuel Barber, who has won
two Pulitzer Peace Prizes gave
us in the "First Essay for Orchestra", a distinctively modern
work, but not one in which excessive dissonance spoiled the melodic continuity of the piece. If Mr.
Barber uses an "emotional point
of departure," his work has remarkable flexability and consistent beauty.

Nathanson Develop^ New
Approach To Antibiotics
by PETER J. GOMES '65
Residing under the eaves of
West Parker Hall is perhaps one
of the least campus-publicized
biologists, a quiet, unassuming
fellow named Bob Nathanson,
Class of 1962. The New York
Times saw fit to laud this Son Of
Bates for his significant achievements in the medical world, and
the Bates Student could only fol-

Science Talent Search program.
In 1956 he received third prize in
the NATIONAL Science Fair in
Oklahoma, and fourth prize the
following year at Los Angeles.
He was the New England winner
in the Future Scientists of America in 1956 and again in 1957.
In his Freshman year at Bates
when most of us were grinding
out core science courses, Bob developed and sold an apparatus to

Bob Nathanson '62 and Dr. William Sawyer
low with understandable pride in
the footsteps of its journalistic
mentor, and present an on campus interview with this amazing
personality.
"Passion For Research"
Amid the clamour of the dorm
and the reluctance of the interviewee to "blow off steam" about
himself, the interviewer at first
found it necessary to resort to the
articles in the Times of March
24, 1962, which said in part, "A
college student with a 'passion
for research' has just published a
technical paper in one of America's leading scientific journals
that could have an important impact on a serious medical problem."
Through experimentation done
for the most part in the makeshift lab-basement of his home in
West Hartford, Conn., Bob has
discovered how to make bacteria
that were resistant to an antibiotic, vulnerable to antibiotics,
thus suggesting a new approach
to the drug resistant infection
problem that has been plaguing
our nation's hospitals for many
years now.
Wins Prizes
This is truly a distinguished
achievement, but it is by no
means the only claim to fame of
Nathanson. He was a winner in
the Connecticut Westinghouse

a New York Scientific Supply
house from which he received
royalties! He is also a frequent
contributor to several leading
scientific journals.
In the summer, he is employed
as a micro-biologist in a leading
laboratory, and, when asked
what his duties were, he replied,
modestly enough, "test tube
washer."
Upon graduation from Bates,
he will have limitless opportunity to "wash test tubes" as he will
enter Albany Medical College,
Albany, New York in September.
On the human side (all interviews mutt have the human interest side), rumor has it that Bob
is a pretty good fellow at ping
pong, has a better than average
control of a tennis ball and racqet, and is an avid swimming
fan.
It has also been said that certain officials of the upper regions
of West Parker Hall plan to
"honour' him in some manner in
the near future. When interrogated relative to the foregoing, Mr.
Nathanson declined to comment.
Well, there you have it! There
is a celebrity on our campus, in
our very midst! Imagine, he
might sit in the same class room
with you. If you're Bio major,
and even if you're not, shake his
hand, perhaps it's contagious.

Reckless gaiety was the main
characteristic of the third selection of Thursday evening: "Don
Juan." The piece was called a
symphonic poem. A symphonic
poem was originally a protest
against the formalism into which
the symphony was degenerating.
It was supposed to express the
"inner state of the mind." This
was achieved by orchestrational'
effect and firm control of tone
and color, things of which Mr.
Richard Strauss was master.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, April 11
COPE, Libby No. 8; 4-6
Vespers, 9-10; Chapel
Thursday, April 12
C.A. Bible Study; WU
Friday, April 13
Faculty Round Table, Chase
Hall; 8 p.m.
Saturday, April 14
High School Debate Tourney;
Classrooms; 10-5
Pop Concert; Alumni Gym; 812
Open House; 11:15-1; Women's
Union
Sunday, April 15
Religion in Life
Monday, April 16
Robinson Players' play lecture

....These three selections were appropriate for the Lewiston audience: simple, clear, and full of
exciting activity. Appropriate too
was the way in which Mr. Max
Rudolph ended Don Juan; with a
saber thrust.
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Letters To The Editor

Editorials

To ihe Editor:

The Studentry Loses A Round

One wonders what next will
eminate from the enlightened libOne element in comedy is the incongruous; the appearance erals of this campus. The newest
of a uniform clad, bomb-carrying student in a chapel pro- — a suggestion that we all serigram, no matter how impolite to the speaker, is naturally ex- ously contemplate becoming conpected to precipitate some laughter. The line between the scientious objectors, is the latest
humorous and the malicious is a fine one, however. This line in what promises to be an endless
was over stepped in last Friday's chapel program. It is un- array of pie-in-the-sky cure-alls
fortunate that the inventor of the alarm mechanism is no for a highly troubled world.
longer in school, for he might have been intelligent enough
Killing, as a positive means to
to foresee the results of the incident. That the ringing of the gain anything, it can be agreed,
alarm clock was in bad taste is obvious; that the audience is immoral. It does not necessaracted immaturely is obvious; more significantly, the board on ily follow that self defense is
which the alarm was rigged could easily have caused a serious therefore immoral, even if lives
injury to the girls sitting beneath it. Fortunately it fell be- are lost in the process. I am more
tween them. The "boys" who planned the affair apparently inclined to be concerned as to
had so little imagination that they not only had to borrow the whether in an occasion of batidea from someone else, but they could not even envision tle I am the aggressor or the dethe possible consequences of their act. If the perpetrators of fender. Therein lies the moral
the two pranks were just trying to work off their spring question to be seriously considfever, they could have done something less offensive and more ered.
But — it is argued, this is an
original; if their action was a protest against the speakers, it individual decision — one that
was juvenile. The studentry loses this round: the pranksters cannot be condemned if the perfor their lack of imagination, the audience for its ill-timed son is sincere. I reject this, and
add that their sincerity is not
applause.
questioned — 6nly the soundness
of their reasoning. Sincerity
"Formality" Is Not Needed
hardly serves as a basis for being
A "felt-need" for an increase in the number of coed dining I right, and any such admission
hours was expressed by a majority of the student body; hence poses questions as to exactly
the two student governments attempted to institute this din-! what can be labeled as right or
wrong.
ing on an informal, weekday night basis. An increase in coed
Certainly from a pragmatic
dining is desirable. It would help make Bates less a "coordi- viewpoint their suggestion is abnate but equal," and more a "coeducational" college. The surd. If it is to be a valid concept
government committee, however, ran into unexpected and (from the standpoint of producadamant opposition, not against coed dining, but against the ing some desirable effect) then I
am at a loss as to what they have
proposed "informality" of the dress. Certain members of
in mind. If it is valid for one, it
the administration expressed a desire to see a "better
should be valid for all. Can one
dressed" campus. It was felt that by requiring coats and
will that everybody in this counties to be worn for coed dining the standard of dress would
try follow such a course? Hardly
gradually improve. Undoubtedly the wish to improve stu— unless you contemplate surdent dress is genuine; however, we feel that the means are
render.
open to question. The wisdom of expecting students coming
You can of course argue that
from sport practice and from labs to dress formally is debatthere is nothing to surrender to
able. We consider that it would be far wiser to start at the
— that this battle with communbottom and eliminate the dungarees and dirty sweatshirts.
ism is a mirage — that they are
More so, it is questionable as to whether formality in dress
not at all organized around a
is desirable at Bates which prides itself on its small, friendly
policy bent on our destruction
atmosphere. By eliminating the poor dress the standards
(in which case you may be logiwould improve, and yet the informality would remain.
cal, but hardly reasonable).
While on the subject of being
logical — it is disturbing to see
one of the authors of this
conscientious objector sheet, Bernie Robertson, urge us, in the November 1st Student, not to include Quemoy and Matsu in the
EDITORIAL STAFF
realm of our defense. Now since
Marilyn Fuller '64
John R. Wilson '63
Mr. Robertson, as a conscientious
Assistant Editor
Editor-in-Chief
objector, is obviously not prepared to join us in a defense efManaging Editor
fort anywhere — then I question
Judith Trask '63
his right to be so concerned as
Barbara Reid '63
Assistant Managing Editor to just where the line should be
Carole Murphy '63
News Editor drawn.
The biggest arguments in supDavid Williams '65
News Editor
port of such views are all cenPeter Reich '65
Feature Editor tered around IFS, that to put it
Alan Marden '63
Sports Editor mildly, prove exercises in fanStephen Barron '64
Business Manager tasy. If nobody killed ... if
E. Ward Thomas '63
Senior Editor everybody were peace loving
. . . if everybody was sane
NEWS STAFF
. . . and so on. Granted, that
Editors: David A. Williams '65, Carole Murphy '63; Ralph Bartholo- if. this were the best of all possible worlds then their suggestions
mew '64, Sandra Prohl '64, Louise Kennedy '65, Margery Zimmermight be highly reasonable. Yet
man '64, Linda Browning '64, Linda Leard '65, Paula Downey '64,
it seems far more probable that
Margaret Partridge '65, Ricky Hanloser '62.
present progress, towards at
FEATURE STAFF
least a better world, demands an
approach that will serve as a
Peter Reich '65, Editor, Norman Gillespie '64, Assistant, Diane John- workable plan of action — not
son '65, James Kiernan '63, Richard Dow '64, Malcolm Mills '63, Eric a blueprint for some desired isle
Nisula '65, Peter d'Errico '65, Marty Stiles '65, Nina Jewell '65, of bliss.
Robert Livingston '63, Nancy Dillman '64, Pamela Ball '64, Joan
Peace marches on Washington
Morris '64.
— unilateral disarmament parades — ban the bomb shelter
Faculty Advisor
campaigns, and now conscienDr. George R. Healy
tious objector appeals — these
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. Tel. are the marks of an enlightened
784-8621 (Sundays only). Printed at Auburn Free Press, 99 Main Street, Au- studentry? I suggest that these
burn. Entered as second-class matter at the L/C-wlston Post Office Jan. 30, 1913, are the marks of a studentry that
under the act of Mar. 3, 1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press.

Hates

Student

has not correctly perceived the
problem, the nature of the enemy, nor the characteristics of
human nature.
Gentlemen, the bomb is here
— you cannot un-invent it. We
can, with this bomb, destroy
ourselves, learn somehow to live
succesfully with it, or prostrate
ourselves before it as quivering
servants, with the desperate hope
that it spare our material existence. The repeated suggestion
from this "liberal" group that we
do the latter is repugnant.
"We want to stay alive, of
course; but more than that we
want to be free. We want to have
peace; but before that we want
to establish the conditions that
will make peace tolerable." (Sen.
Goldwater)
Reid James '62

To the Editor:
The experience I have gained
from my two years' work with
the Student Council has shown
me that it is easy for one to talk
and criticize, but when it comes
down to actually doing something, very little is done.
I would like to mention several instances in which the students were given the opportunity
to improve their lot, but were not
sufficiently interested to do so.
Last fall a group of men met
to formulate plans for dorm representatives to Council meetings.
Their suggestions were, first; to
"try to solve the communication
problem"; and secondly, "to back
up the power of the Stu-C." The
program indicated potential for
increasing interest and activity
in Council affairs. However, because of the lack of continuing
interest both on the part of the
dorm reps themselves and the
men as a whole, this plan died
quietly in about six weeks.
The students were given the
opportunity to better the conditions of social life on the campus, but no volunteers came forward when a Social Committee
was established. When given the
chance to at least offer suggestions to improve the social activities, nothing at all resulted.
Nor did anything result from the
request for ideas for next year's
Concert and Lecture Series program.
Finally, when the opportunity
to run for Student Council or
Class Office arrived, so few students signed up that primaries
were hardly necessary.
However, a small number of
exceptions can be found, such
as Jon Olsen, Richmond Talbot,
and the members of the Library
Committee. Granted there are
other clubs and organizations
trying to improve campus life,
but from the amount of dissatisfaction expressed by the students, there is much to be done
but few who are presently willing to do it.
Therefore, the saying, "Everyone talks about the weather, but
no one does anything about it,"
can be changed to fit our situation, where everyone talks about
the problems, but no one does
anything about them.
Must this situation continue to
exist?

To

To the Editor:

i

The recent pranks in chapel
contain implications that could
have far-reaching consequences
for a free society. The prankster?
probably did not consider that
their actions constituted a direct
infringement on the speaker's
freedom of speech.
The gentlemen involved are
neither conservative nor liberal.
They are symbols of the dangerous conditions of political indifference, apathy, and irresponsibility that exists in a large segment
of the Bates student body and
the American public in general.
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They have refused in the past th
to engage in responsible political
activity on this campus for the;- tit
are politically naive, lack a fun- of
damental understanding of the ca
nature of freedom, and they th
seemingly cannot articulate their ne
I
views in a civilized fashion.
If this type of "know-nothing"
activity continues, the democrat- ca
ic processes will continue to de- ca
teriorate.
Dean Zerby expressed the danger most accurately when he T.
stated, "If you hinder freedom
of speech you have taken the de- ca
cisive step toward destroying fr
those values which we hold so st
dear."
St

Bernard J. Robertson, Jr., '64 th
m
se
jo
To the Kickler:
Bi
In the first attempt to demon- cr
strate the sharpness of your wil Tl
you demonstrated a notable lack y<
of logic and information.
SJ
You criticized student reform-! te
ers, acting yourself as a self-ap- e>
pointed "voice in the wilderness
who should open his eyes instead m
of his mouth." While stating that tn
greater student participation in
would improve social life, you Tl
attacked the very ones who try to St
arouse the interest and participa m
tion which is lacking.
Ji
You criticized the band. If you] te
cared to listen, you would fin;
some talented amateur musician
in this organization — BanDavidson,
Don
Fredenburti
Sarah Foster, and Bill Holt, to|
name a few.
The band isn't an organization^
of professional caliber. Neither
The Student. Yet no one criti
cizes it for a quality of perform
ance far below that of th
New York Times. The ban
works with a minimum of poss
ble practice time, and no musi
majors. The Kickler has n
kicks coming, concerning it
skill
Finally, your point about pra
tice rooms was partly correct
Many of us would appreciat
having access to them on Sun
day. This is one of many possi
ble examples of which are th
fault of the administration, nc
of the students. If opened fr
the afternoon and evening, th
practice rooms would get at leas
as much use Sunday as durn
the week.
David Harrison '6|

P.S. Why is the Kickler afra
to sign his name? Perhaps h
would show improved logic, tac
Sincerely,
and truth if his identity wer)
Robin Scolield '62 known.
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Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:
Since my college years are
soon to be ended, I have lately
wondered what they have given
me. Knowledge, yes. But have I
become a fuller person, and have
/ given anything? As I prepare
0 leave Bates, I somehow feel
that I have lost something along
the way, and that something is
my personality. Instead, I have
gained a negative, "I-don't-care"
attitude toward every event.
When I do care about something on one day, I don't want
to bother about it on the next.
Will it make any difference
whether insignificant I make my
opinion known? After all, I have
a lot of studying to do. Besides,
other people have better opinions
than I.
^
I am tired of meeting this attitude in myself, and I am tired
of meeting it in other people. I
can't explain why I have become
this way, and I don't blame that
nebulous scapegoat, "Bates," but
1 am tired of it.
I am sorry with myself be
cause I am afraid to say that I
care.
Yours truly,
Carol Young '62

been a stimulating and interesting program.
Bonnie was not attempting to
persuade. She was merely trying
to inform. Yet she was rudely interrupted by students who had
planned their attack before they
had even heard what she was
going to say.
Why did this happen? What is
there about the word "peace," or
"pacifism" if that is the word
you prefer to use when referring
to those who are opposed to war,
that is sufficient to stir up such
violently antagonistic behavior
from a very large number of people on this campus? I have found
no satisfactory answer to this
question.
I will not at this moment make
any remarks about the content
or value of either of the speeches.
What the speakers had to say is
irrelevant when it comes to freedom of speech. Bonnie is a lady
and conducted herself most admirably in a situation which
most of us would have faced
with far less self-control. There
is nothing she could have said
which would have warranted the
vulgarity of this attack.
I will not speculate as to the
reasons why Casimir was allowed
To the Editor:
to speak without being interIn last week's editorial, you rupted, but he should also be
called for "a constant dialectic commended for refraining from
from all sources, faculty and meeting the situation with causstudent." You also stated that the tic remarks, of which many
Student provides one dais and ', could have been made.
In summary, I would like you
that there are others. Friday
morning's chapel performance to consider the significance of
seems to indicate that the ma- last Friday's spectacle. Where
jority (yes, the majority) of does it leave us, as Bates stuBates students do not consider dents? We hear constant gripes
chapel a dais for this dialectic. about the rigidity of the adminTherefore, I would like to use istration, yet, when students are
your dais, from which I may given a chance to participate in
speak without being rudely in- part of the college program,
terrupted before I have finished their efforts are met with a disexpressing myself.
play of immaturity. These are the
The main purpose of Friday students who would like to see
morning's chapel program was changes made on this campus?
to clear up some misunderstandLet me tell them that they will
ings among the student body. not accomplish much by being
The Washington peace demon- noisy in their actions to cover
stration has been a subject of up for a lack of serious and conmuch discussion and controversy. structive thought. If they had
Just as students who have at- formulated a sincere and intellitended conferences and seminars gent argument to the principles
away from the Bates campus presented Friday morning, I am
have been given the opportunity sure Dean Zerby would have had
to report their experiences to the no reason for refusing to allow
student body, so the students who them to air their views at antook part in this national peace other chapel program. But now
demonstration were allowed to they have abused this opportunreport.
ity. They have reacted spectacuThey attempted to tell how larly and thoughtlessly to the
the demonstration had come situation and have thus obliterinto being, what organizations ated their chances for presenting
and individuals had acted as a decent argument.
sponsors, why Bates students had
They seem to advocate fighting
participated, what were the goals to preserve democracy, yet they
of the group as a whole, and .vant to deny their fellow stuwhat events actually took place dents one of its very fundamenin Washington. It should have .: rights — the right to freedom

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL
69 SABATTUS STREET
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THE "HOBB"
LAUNDRY SERVICE of ALL TYPES

COPE Presents
Alternatives For
Present Policies
As members of the growing nation-wide peace movement we
have become increasingly concerned over the misconceptions
and indifference of the Bates student body. We have in the past
emphasized an interest in discussing every aspect of the present world situation and have encouraged those holding diverse
points of view to enter into discussion with us.
However, we feel that our
work has been incomplete in that
we have failed to create a wide
campus discussion about the most
critical problems of our age. We
regret that we have been hampered by misconceptions about
the peace movement on the part
of the students. With this statement we hope to clarify our position and suggest some alternatives to the arms race.
The build-up of military hardware can only spiral upward and
cannot possibly assure peace for
any one nation or group of nations. Furthermore, the present
emphasis on military opposition
to communist aggression is failing and can never hope to create
Ihe political, economic, and social stability necessary for peace
and freedom. Under its present
policies the United States seems
only able to cope with a situation
when military intervention is
possible (i.e.. South Korea, Cuba,
and South Vietnam).
The threat of nuclear annihilation either by human or mechanical failure, or political miscalculation heightens the present danger. The outbreak of a nuclear
war would destroy the freedoms
to which we are so deeply committed. The situation becomes
more unsatisfactory with every
passing day, for the arms buildup continues and more nations
come closer to obtaining the weapons of mass destruction.
The immorality of the arms
race leads us to offer these political alternatives, the most immediate necessity is for nuclear disarmament. COPE suggests these
American initiatives that would
reduce world tension and further
the peace race without significantly endangering our national
security.
The United States should not
of speech. Such a large number
of students applauded this attempt to rudely deny someone of
this very basic democratic freedom that I feel a very grave
concern for the future of our
country. If these are the people
who will be the leaders of tomorrow, then how will they react to a national crisis? Let us
hope they grow up and learn to
meet each situation with thought
and tact before they assume
positions of responsibility.
Sincerely,
Judith Henry '65

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College

Kickle Kickle III
by "The Kickler"
The core program of courses at
Bates is both a farce and a costly
waste of time. Freshmen are allowed one elective here per semester and are forced to take
such pointless "nugget" courses
as Religion 10 0, Sociology,
Speech, and English 100, to name
just a few. These didactic scenarios require neither logical
thinking nor any degree of intelligence.
One junior with over a 3.0 stated recently that all he remembers from his core courses could
be expressed with a zero. The
Kickler Itself is paying $2300 to
take one course It considers to be
worthwhile and a valuable part
of Its future education. Incidentally, this valuable course is not
a part of the core series.
Misplace Emphasis
Although Religion 100 would
like to say it is not a "nugget"
course, a quick glance at the
type of exam given would show
that the emphasis is on the insignificant fact and not the major
philosophy. It is always amusing
when the entire book of Jeremiah
can be summed up in a threeword I.D.
resume atmospheric testing. The
military considerations cannot
possibly outweigh the political
and ethical considerations of this
"crime against humanity." The
United States should invite the
United Nations to set up a limited
test inspection system within
this country. The U. S. should
make it clear that it will not supply its allies with nuclear weapons. Our government should
suggest or support a plan for a
nuclear-free zone in central Europe.
Domestically, the government
should abandon any shelter program as being unrealistic and a
gross waste of money. The present Congress should provide for
the expansion of the Peace Corps
and full support of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency.

Kickle kickle — Better keep
quiet, Howard . . . kickle kickle.

Wilson Appoints
(Continued from page two)
ranks are Judy Trask moving
into the Managing Editorship.
She has been working' for the
STUDENT in various capacities
since her freshman year. Backing
up Judy in the Assistant spot is
Barbara Reid moving up from
the same spot on the news staff.
Bobbi runs her own show for
WRJR and has been active in the
German Club.
The all important ad getter for
this year is Stephen Barron who
has been a front liner for the soccer club and did some good work
for the Slovenskimen last year.
Norman Gillespie, a member
of the debate squad and literary
club, has moved into the assistant
Feature Editorship,

Oppose All Tolalilarism
In the future we hope our foreign policy toward totalitarian
governments will be more in
keeping with our democratic
ideals. We must realize that in
the underdeveloped nations social revolution is necessary and
indeed inevitable. Therefore, the
U. S. should not in the process of
fighting totalitarian communism
become the bulwark of the status
quo.
With these thoughts we look
to the future and would like to
extend an invitation to all students and faculty members to attend our weekly meetings which
are usually held in Room 8, Libby Forum, on Wednesdays, at 4
p. m.
Campus Organization
for Peace Education

Gibbs-trained college women are first
In line in the job market and for future
advancement. Special Course for College Women—8V2 months. Write College
Dean for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunl
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
WATCH REPAIRING

Modern Shoe Repair

$1.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials - 7 Days a Week
DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
Tel. 784-5491

English 100, which is a useless
rambling through short stories
and poetry, places the emphasis
on unimaginative analysis. The
Kickler Itself recently wrote an
exciting paper called "Compare
any two characters we have read
about." Not only was the preposition misplaced in the assignment
written on the board, but the
Kickler kickled when It heard a
chem major say, "Hey, Mr. Gumdrop has a dangling participle."
Sociology 100 is a course which
employs a jargon-filled text and a
supplement.
Magazine Reports Questioned
Speech 100 is an exercise in
creative thinking—on the part of
the professors; that is, they give
us the opportunity of preparing
almost weekly magazine reports
to fill in the busy work requirement which is a feature of the
core program which is not listed
in the catalog.
The Kickler knows that It is
not alone in Its criticism of core
courses and hopes that It will
get some student response. In
fact, the Kickler demands student
response.

KATHARINE GIBBS
SECRETARIAL
BOSTON 16, MASS. . 21 Marlborough Street
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. . . 230 Park Avenue
MONTCLAIR. N. J. . . 33 Plymouth Street
PROVIDENCE 6, R. I. . . 155 Angell Street

SHOES REPAIRED
We Carry Women's
P. F. FLYER
SNEAKERS
in Blue, White and Black

utirruM

IISUM.

50 Lisbon Street

uraaiC4M *«■ team

Dial 784-5241

JEAN'S
Park & Main Sis.

784-7621
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Pastimers Open Season Tomorrow
Twelve Lettermen Lead Strong
The Garnet Line Garnet Contingent Against Tufts
1

By AL MARDEN

By ED RUCCI
For the past two weeks the Bobcat baseball squad has been working diligently under the
watchful eyes of coach "Chick" Leahey in preparation for the season opener tomorrow
against Tufts University in Medford, Mass. While on the road the Garnet small-ball men
will meet A.I.C. (Friday) in Springfield and return to Boston Saturday for a meeting with
Northeastern.

Coach "Chick" Leahey will pull the wraps off the 1962
edition of the Garnet nine as the pastimers head for Beantown tomorrow to face Tufts' Jumbos. With an all veteran
starting team paced by the "strongest pitching staff in years"
Coach Leahey should enjoy his finest record at Bates. The
Leaheymen, taking advantage of the revised Series schedThe Garnet mentor is fieldule, should win their first State Series championship since
ing his strongest team in the
1946, the year the State championship football team went to
past few seasons. Of the
the Glass Bowl and the basketball team also won the State
twenty-eight men on the
C hampionship.
squad, twelve are returning
The M. I. A. A. has again limited the Series schedule to six
lettermen. Every man on the
games by dropping the double headers on the schedule.
starting nine will have at
Chick feels that this revamped schedule will particularly
least two or three seasons of
help the Bobcats. As there are at least three days between
varsity experience.
every Series game, it will enable him to use either his numThe probable outcome of the
ber one or two pitcher in each game. Once again this year, season will be a reflection of
however, the 'Cats have been placed at a distinct disadvan- performances. The Garnet hurltage by not having a southern trip. The reasons for the abol- ers are led by Thorn Freeman,
ishment of the southern trip last taken by a Bates squad in who will handle the pitching
1959 are numerous, the main culprit being the moving of the chores in tomorrow's opener. The
spring recess to early in March.
basketball co-captain elect has
The merits of a southern trip are unquestionable. It al- demonstrated control and speed
lows the team to get outside and get the needed practice in in the pre - season workouts.
the temperature and lighting of game conditions. In the past Coach Leahey, who has been
the Garnet teams played a short schedule in early April pleased with Freeman's progress,
against teams in New Jersey and New York. This was feas- commented, "Thorn is about the In the Cage — John Lawlor leads off first base as Red Vanible because 1) the vacation came during the first week in best in Maine college circles." dersea holds him close. Looking on is Coach Chick Leahey.
April when the New York area teams were first able to get Ron Taylor, who had a record of
squad.
forward to his best season in sevoutside, 2) by traveling only as far south as New York and
Entire Infield Back
eral years. In commenting on the
playing a schedule of games within the Metropolitan area
The starting infield from last season, Chick emphasized last
the financial expense was not great.
year
is back and with the year of year's statistics in which Bates
By a faculty vote several years ago only fourteen games
experience
should be better than outdid its opponents in all cate
were allowed to be played during the academic schedule.
ever defensively. Three year vet- gories but one and stated that if
Previously, the games in the New York area were during the
eran Johnny Lawlor will be at the Bobcats match these statistics
vacation and consequently, outside the academic schedule
third with either Paul Holt or and add to the r.b.i. column, sucand therefore acceptable. However, with the moving up of
Bill Davis at short. Coach Leahey cess should follow. Last year's
the vacation the only teams playing outside during this
may experiment with the speedy stats showed:
period are in the deep south, which would mean traveling exBates Opponents
Davis in the outfield and Holt, a
penses too prohibitive for the Athletic budget.
.210
second baseman last year at Hitting Average .222
The faculty meeting concerning a spring trip which
Hits
111
101
short. The slender sophomore was Doubles
10
8
caused so much controversy dealt explicitly with changing
a leading infielder last season as Triples
3
2
the fourteen game restriction, thus allowing the team to
70
he committed only one miscue. Runs
64
make a southern trip during the first week of April as they
42
32
Captain Ed Wilson will hold Stolen Bases
used to. The Athletic department asked that the ruling be
Errors
45
45
down the second base position Fielding Average .924
.927
changed to eighteen games. In a close vote among the facand "Red" Vandersea is a solid R.B.I.
59
52
ulty- the motion was defeated and consequently — no southchoice at first. The big first sackern trip.
er led last season's team in both
Another problem arose with the rescheduling of the acadfielding (.987) and scoring (12).
emic calendar year. Classes were ended on the 15th of May.
Probable starting pitcher tomor- Dick Dolan, a utility infielder, is
With the first game scheduled for the 12th of April, only
up from last year's junior varsity
row will be right bander
four weeks were left into which to fit the fourteen game
squad.
Beginning the school year
Thorn
Freeman.
schedule. With the team playing at least three games a week
Taylor, an All-State outfielder 1962-63, one of our most distinand with only one field on campus there simply was not three wins and two losses last in both his freshman and sophoguished faculty members will be
enough time to include a junior varsity practice schedule. year, will carry the majority of more years, will be in left field absent. Upon receiving a FulTherefore, it was decided to eliminate the J.V. schedule and pitching duties with Freeman. when not on the mound. The
bright Scholarship, Dr. Robert
carry a larger varsity. This revision in the Spring Sports Taylor, a proven starter the past well-built blond was one of the
Peck will lecture at Jyvaskyk
schedule is being carried out on a trial basis this spring.
two seasons, will patrol left field leading hitters in the state as he

Fulbright Given
To Doctor Peck

Remember QMIV VQIJ

!

CAN PREVENT
FOREST FIRES!

when not pitching.
Promising Frosh
Ted Beal rounds out the seasoned Garnet mound staff. Beal,
a fire-baller, is presently sidelined with an inflamed shoulder,
but is expected to see a good deal
of action during the coming season. Two new hurlers should add
depth and strength to the Bobcat pitching staff. Ted Krzynowek and Bob Lanz have shown
promise and Coach Leahey expects that the two freshmen will
see action on the coming road
trips.
Behind the plate Leahey has
four good catchers. Dennis Feen,
a junior, who last year led the
team with a .368 average, will
be given the starting nod, but he
is being hard pressed by Bud
Spector, another veteran. Spector has been hitting the ball hard
in practice and possibly could
see some action in the outfield.
Bill MacNevin and Steve Egbert
are freshman prospects who have
shown well in cage workouts and
will add depth to the "backstop"

batted .321 in series play and led
the team in runs batted in. In
centerfield will be either Lee
Sweezy or Bill Davis. Sweezy is
noted for his long ball hitting
and strong arm. In rightfield will
be either speedy Monty Woolson
or Orson S. Hathaway. Other
outfield possibilities are John
"Archie" Lanza and Pat Donovan.
Coach "Chick" Leahey
considers the team strong defensively with experience at
every position. The catching
and pitching departments
look much stronger than last
year's squad. The Garnet
coach feels that the State
Series play will be much improved this year as the
schedule has been cut to six
games instead of the nine
played last season. There will
be no double headers as last
year, leaving the Bobcat's
strongest hurlers ready every
three or four days.
The usually reserved Leahey is
very optimistic and is looking

Doctor Robert Peck
College, an institution in central
Finland.
Dr. Peck is almost an irreplacable man on the Bates staff. H«t
is both line coach in football, and
head coach in both basketball
and tennis. He is a men's physi(Continued on page seven)
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Golf Captain - Bob Zering

Track Co-Captain - Dave Boone

Baseball Captain - Ed Wilson

Tennis Captain - Bruce Kean

SEVEN

Track Co-Captain - Larry Boston

Track Captains Boone, Boston M. I. A A Formed Year
Lead Team In Quest Of Crown 1934; Bates A Member

Editor's note: This is the first organization. The University of
of a series of articles which are Maine does not belong to this
designed to provide the sports conference, but is a member of
fan with a deeper understanding the Yankee Conference, comof the inner workings of inter- posed of all six New England
collegiate athletics.)
State Universities. The rules
In 1934 the four major colleges that govern the Yankee Conferin Maine, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby ence are very similar to those of
about 12 or 13 seconds since his
and the University of Maine the E.C.A.C. so no objections
high school days at Edward Litformed the Maine Intercollegiate have been raised by Maine to
tle, all of Walt's and Larry's hard
Athletic Association. Actually, this arrangement.
work certainly has paid off.
The E.C.A.C. is the largest
intercollegiate athletic competiLarry is a. Chemistry major
tion between these colleges had collegiate athletic conference in
and is a member of the Lawrance
been conducted since 1875 when the nation. The membership of
Chemical Society. He will be enthe first "State Series" was ini- this conference includes 128 coltering the service upon graduatiated for the college baseball leges ranging in size from Syration and after that it will be a
teams. The winner of that first cuse to Ursinus. This conference
career in industrial chemistry or
series was Bates. The M.I.A.A. was formed in 1938 as the Cenperhaps even math teaching of
had its forerunner in the Maine tral Office for Eastern Collegiate
some sort. Whatever it is, a boy
Intercollegiate Track and Field Athletics. In the beginning this
with as much drive as he has
Association which was founded organization was a federation of
can't help but make good in
associations
in 1895 when the first track and 14 intercollegiate
whatever he does.
field championship meet between and leagues, such as the M.I.A.A.
So in conclusion the Sports
In 1947 the organization was
the four colleges was held.
Staff of the STUDENT wishtransferred into the E.C.A.C. and
The
stated
purpose
of
the
es to salute these two tine
also changed into an organization
M.I.A.A.
is
the
"promotion
athletes and to wish them
of the individual colle%es from
of the interests of students
and their team the best of
12 New England and Middle Atin
intercollegiate
athletes,
luck in the coming season.
lantic states and the District of
and of keeping athletics in
Columbia.
harmony with the general
Rigid Restrictions
educational policies of the
(Continued from page six)
The E.C.A.C. has very rigid
respective institutions. It is
rules of eligibility governing
cal education teacher and also
agreed that the primary reacompetition by its members.
son for the existence of an
instructs P.E. 410M, a course in
These rules include rigid provisintercollegiate athletic propreparation for a career in
ions regarding amateur standing,
gram is that it shall be concoaching.
scholastic standing, college residucted for the benefit of the
Dr. Peck's Fulbright is not
dence, transfer students, years of
a scholarship as such; it is a
undergraduates. This Assoparticipation, and non-collegiate
lecturing grant. He will lecciation is dedicated to upcompetition during and outside
ture on basketball to stuholding the principle of inthe regular college term. The
dents who are equivalent to
stitutional control of, and
E.C.A.C. also places definite limresponsibility for, all interseniors in college or graducollegiate athletics"
itations on financial aid to athate schools in America.
Dr. Peck's grant is for nine
The presidency of the M.I.A.A. letes, and they restrict the remonths. He will sail on the is rotated among the Athletic cruiting and subsidization of
Kunshoevi August 7 from New Directors with the Athletic Di- athletes.
York,
destination
Goteborg. rector of the college that is the
Backbone of rules enforcement
From Goteborg he will take a host for the State track meet in in the organization is this procetrain to Stockholm, then return I the spring, becoming the Presi- dure: "The president of each
again to the sea for a boatride to! dent for that year. This means! member institution shall file anHelinski. Jyvaskyla is just north that the Athletic Director of nually with the Commissioner of
of Helinski, 200 miles east of Bowdoin is the President this the Conference a 'declaration of
Leningrad.
year and that next year it will i principles,' confirming that memDr. Peck will be subject to two progress to .Colby College. ber institution's continuing supweeks' orientation and then he George Loebs of Colby is the port of adherence to the Constiwill commence the school year in permanent Secretary - Treasurer tution, principles and policies,
much the same manner as he of the Asssocation.
rules of eligibility, and soluwould at Bates.
Meetings of the Athletic Di- tions of the Conference." The
Concerning a replacement for rectors are held four or five E.C.A.C.'s various rules, regulaDr. Peck, Athletic Director, Dr. times during the year for sched- tions, principles and policies are
Lux has not selected a candidate. uling purposes or, as in the case framed and enacted by the memIt is probable that the final de- of the meeting that is held prior bership; they are interpreted by
cision will not be reached for to the State track meet, to set the Conference's committees on
four or five more weeks.
up regulations pertaining to that eligibility and on principles and
The STUDENT Staff regrets meet. The
coaches of the policies: they are applied indiDr. Peck is leaving. He certainly M.I.A.A. also have meetings at vidually by the member instituwill succeed in Finland as he did which they select all-state teams. tions.
at Bates and both the campus Connected With ECAC
The E.C.A.C. is an allied memas well as Dr. Peck will benefit
The rules governing the East- ber of the National Collegiate
from the trip for when he returns ern College Athletic Conference Athletic Association (NCAA) and
there will be much to learn of were adopted as the rules to gov- 119 of the members of the
puzzling Finland, Russia's neigh- ern the M.I.A.A Bates, Bowdoin, ECAC hold individual memberbor.
and Colby are members of this ship in the NCAA.

By WEB HARRISON
Track is for the most part an individual's sport. It pits athlete against athlete, each
striving for personal victory. Because of this there isn't that sense of a smooth, well balanced team functioning and competing together towards the common goal, the victory.
For a track meet on the outside is a piecemeal affair of isolated scores, eventually added together to determine the victor.
Yet good track teams can be*halfback. An Economics major,
measured by something more
than the individuals that make he expects to enter into some
it up. On a good team a certain type of executive training program for a career in business.
special spirit pervades its general
Praises Coach
atmosphere going to and beyond
When asked about his coach,
the individual
performances.
Walt
Slovenski, Dave paid him
This spirit is what makes a
team's victory as satisfying as a big tribute by simply saying,
a personal one. Few teams are "He's one of those people you
lucky enough to have it; our want to win for." Boonie calls
team does! Where does a team this year's team the best ever at
get it? Naturally it comes from Bates as far as running is conmany places. Faith in their coach cerned. He then mentioned that,
is one source, faith in the support "You feel like you owe the boys
given by the student body, and a lot after they have elected you
faith in their individual per- captain." One thing for sure, his
formers. From these individual teammates owe him a lot for the
performers two boys were chos- spirited leadership he has shown
en to captain this team. A cap- them.
tain is a leader and that's what Dedicated
There is another kind of leadDave Boone and Larry Boston
are; a captain sets examples and ership besides the highly spirited
that's what these boys do — both type. It comes from silent dedication, constant hard work, and a
on the field and off.
deep inner-driving desire to be
State Champ
Boonie is the "happy go good. It is called "heart" and
lucky" type fellow, always few people have as much of this
clowning, talking, smiling, and as Larry Boston does. Few peolaughing. But he is deadly seri- ple would walk home to Auburn
ous when it comes to track. Gift- after practice as often as Larry
ed with natural speed and jump- does unless they had this little
ing ability, Dave adds to these something extra. It's from this
assets, the clutch performance, something extra that Larry's
the ability to come up with the leadership flows. He leads by
big jump or the extra burst of example, never misses practice
speed when it counts. Last year or a workout. Constantly showhe won the board jump in the ing by results that he is the type
State Meet on such a perform- of fellow who can be counted on
ance. A marker was set in the to give a good performanc eevery
pit at the distance he had to beat time. He is the kind of person
and beat it he did, becoming who when he sets out to do someState Chimoion, He la'er noted thing, he gets it done. He trained
well that he acquired the
that this victory was the most
1
'ing one throughout his en- v 'T>me "The Machine" be1
cause he never lets up.
i
thletic career.
His biggest athletic thrill here
Dave graduated from Dwight
at
Bates was when he was a
Morrow High School in 1954
where he played track, football, freshman and he beat Maine's
and basketball. He then saw fit half-miler, Will Spencer, in the
to serve with his country's "fin- State Meet. Larry has constantly
est", the United States Marine been among the top half-milers
Corps. He was with the "leather- in New England throughout his
i r'-s" from 1955-1958. being dis- career. As a cross-country runcharged with a rank of buck ner Larry was the best Bates
sergeant. He then followed the had. He was captain of this team
footsteps of his brother Nate, and this points out the respect
'52, to Bates and soon found that he commanded. Few people are
he and Bobcat U. fit like a hand ever given the honor of capin a glove. He was elected Vice- taining three different teams.
President of his freshman class Hard Work Pays
About his coach, Larry said,
and has held that position all
four years. Four years of varsity "It's been a great pleasure workfootball are also tucked away ing with him." And seeing as
under Boonie's belt as a flashy how Larry's time has improved

Fulbright

I
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Local Entrepreneur Once Intramural News Garnet Boast Strong Net
Played With N. Y. Giants
Team; Eight Returnees
By PHIL TAMIS
This article as it stands, is simply an interview with Mike
Buccigross. You know Mike! He owns the Hobby Shop.
Everybody has been in the Hobby Shop.
Played Pro Ball
records, the Mules would almost
Mike attended preparatory
always prevail. Maine, in Mike's
school at Cushing Academy, upon
day, was basically an agriculturgraduation he entered Bates. He
al school and did not develop the
came to Bates mainly to participowerful teams as they do today.
pate in hockey but his first year
10,000?
here they eliminated the sport.
His most memorable experiMike did, however, take part in
ence in Mike's career was vs.
football, basketball, baseball and
Bowdoin in football. Both Bates
track. At the conclusion of his
and Bowdoin had only one loss
intercollegiate days, in 1941,
Mike played in three games for and playing at Garcelon Field
the New York Football ■ Giants. they drew a crowd of 10,000.
He then received a call from Bates won 21-0.
Uncle Sam and served him for
In reminiscing about baseball,
AVi years.
Mike recalls crowds of 600-700
In college Mike was "one of for every home game. This, he
the boys." He had many outside states, was the end of baseball's
interests. In this interview he popularity. From the 40's on, atmakes a comparison in the dif- tendance dropped in this sport
ference in attitude of the Bates and increased proportionally in
basketball. Today, attendanceathlete of '41 and '62.
One of Mike's regrets is the wise, baseball and basketball are
extinction of the old Varsity almost opposite to what it was in
Club. This club was composed of Mike's day.
In comparing the athlete of
all men who had lettered in a
major sport. This list included "yesterday" and today Mike
football,
basketball,
baseball, pointed out two definite and optrack, and at that time, hockey. posite attitudes.
The club served a fraternal funcFirst, he observed that
tion and conducted monthly
there was a lot more respect
for sports, especially footmeetings. The big event that the
ball. He pointed out the
Varsity Club sponsored was the
athlete of today seemed to be
"Varsity Club Follies". This was
out for glory, not necessarily
a talent show in which the faculty and student body took part.
for the love of the game.
This show raised a substantial
Mike's second point was that
amount of money and with it the there are more "lovers" (of
Varsity Club contributed to a girls) today than there were in
worthwhile project on campus.
his day. The boys were either
participating in athletics or
Back in the 1930's and 40's
studying.
this club was a very influential organization and Mike
In reflecting back at the socannot see why the adminiscial life at Bates, Mike recalls
tration eliminated it as an
that things were in almost comextra-curricular event.
plete opposition to what they are
Mike also pointed out that he today.
varsity club had a definite effect
on the conduct of the male student body. Many times potential
riotous action was squlched before it could cause damage. This
action was surpressed because it
was contrary to the Varsity Club
book which was strictly adhered
to by the club members.
Campus Agents
Mike recalls Bowdoin as the
most bitter State Series rival.
BILL LERSCH
Colby, at that time as today,
BILL DAVIS
seemed to be always beating
Bates. No matter what the home

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
!Modern Cleaners

COLLEGE ST1« PIPE SPECIAL
1
1
1
1

Imported Briar Pipe, Retail
pkg. Antique Mixture
pkg. White Cloud Mixture
pkg. Lion Head Mixture
Total Retail Value

$2.50
.30
.40
.50
$3.70

Special Promotion $ 1.89
Price
*
(April 12th)

BOBCAT DEN

The intramural sports program
at Bates rolled into a new field
a week from last Friday as the
first pins fell to power of interdorm competition in the newly
initiated intramural bowling program. Teams were made up of
four members from each dorm,
and due to the great interest,
most of the dorms are fielding at
least two teams. The contests
are held Friday afternoons at
the Holidays Lanes in Lewiston
and due to splendid cooperation
between the Athletic Office and
Holiday Lanes, transportation is
being provided to and from the
alleys. The results of these contests will count in the overall
dorm competition for the intramural championship.

Coach Peck predicted a winning season for this year's tennis
team. This will be a usual Bates
team with the strongest part the
bottom three positions. The
Bobcat's toughest opponent will
be the Bowdoin Polar Bear. The
Bowdies will have John Wyman,
the number one tennis player in
the state, plus their number two
and three men, returning. Bates
must be rated higher than the
Colby Mule, unless the Mules
discover unexpected sophomore
help, and Maine.
Returnees Improved
All of last year's varsity is returning except one man. The
most improved players on the
team are sophomore Jim WallLast Friday's competition feaach. who seems to have the numtured some sharp bowling as
ber one spot all wrapped up, and
both the individual high score
basketball player Pete Glanz,
and the team high score of a
who improved his game during
week ago were bettered. Smith
the summer. Wallach, junior Jim
Middle I, 494-652—1126, beat
1 Corey, Captain Bruce Kean, and
West Parker, 473-566 — 1039, in Glanz seemed certain to play the
a match which featured Hank four top positions.
Oliver downing 206 pins to betThere is still a wide open
ter the previous week's high of
scrap for the fifth and sixth po199 set by Dan Ustick. Smith
sitions. Senior Tom Scammell
South I, 527-666—1193, overcame
seems to be the best of the conJ.B.I, 485-555—1040, in a match
tenders. Others who are in the
which had the "Rebels'" setting
thick of the battle are sophomore
the team high score of 1193
which bettered the previous high
Won Lost
score of 1081 posted by Smith
Roger Bill
3
0
Middle I.
3
0
East Parker
3
0
J.B. Ill, 545-582—1127, split
Smith South
Smith Middle I
5
1
with Smith North II, 559-502—
1061, but they won the overall
J.B. Ill
2
1
match, 2-1, on total pins down.
Smith North I
1
2
Smith North II
1
2
Roger Bill's II team, 581-572—
Smith Middle II
0
3
1153, won handily over Smith
J.B. II
,0
3
Middle II, 511-548—1060. In the
other remaining match of the
J.B. Ill
0
3
afternoon. J.B. forfeited to East
Parker, 458-538—996.
A check of the incomplete
standings shows that the league
is still very close, a situation
which should result in more
close matches. The incomplete
results are as follows:

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

Todd Lloyd, junior Perry Hayden, sophomore Al Williams, and
newcomers George Beebe, a soccer
standout, and Bill Dodds. Both
Beebe and Dodds lack experience V'o
now but should improve as the
season progresses. Scammell is
the only letterman of the bunch.

£
C

With the semi-cramped conditions of playing indoors the
doubles combinations are not set
as yet. Within the next week the
final play-downs for the singles
positions and doubles matches T.
will take place. Since spring has ht
come to Maine early this year the I ho
nets should be up soon and out- ho
side practice started.
iai
Good Schedule
The team will travel "South"
for a three day trip on April 1820. The opponents in order will
be Babson, Tufts, and Clark. Or
the twenty-fifth the Bobcats play
Colby at home in their first state
series game. The 12-game schedule continues against Bowdoin
(April 27th), Lowell (28th), Colby (30th), the University of
Maine (May 2nd), U.N.H. (4th),
the University of Maine at home
May 7th, Bowdoin (9th) and
Brandeis (12th). The Bowdoin
match will bring the best tennis
players in Maine and, with the
exception of Dartmouth, the best
players in Northern New England to the Bates campus. All
tennis enthusiasts should try and
include this match. The team will
finish the schedule with the
State Tournament at Colby May
14th-15th.
All indications point to a winning season.

Economics Major
with Fine Arts Styling
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This one goes to the head of the class-with the
lowest wagon price in the U. S., the highest
honors for top gas mileage, and the longest
years of high resale value among all compacts.
That's the Rambler American Deluxe 2-Door
Wagon for you. And when you consider its clean,
crisp styling that lives so smartly with the years
(we don't make drastic changes merely for the
sake of change), you really have a good and
handy thing going for you. Try it on all countsatyour Rambler dealer's.
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Hfe- American Motors Means More for Americans
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